
MyJo

single cup coffee maker

• The convenience of a single serve coffee maker without the high 
cost.

• Compact design allows you to take it anywhere—home, work, 
school, travel, or camping.

• Uses convenient K-Cup* packs and other commercially produced 
single serve cups.

INSTRUCTIONS
Visit us on the web at www.GoPresto.com

2013 National Presto Industries, Inc.

Estas instrucciones también están disponibles en español. 
Para obtener una copia impresa:
• Descargar en formato PDF en www.GoPresto.com/espanol.
• Envíe un mensaje de correo electrónico a contact@GoPresto.com.
• Llame al 1-800-877-0441, oprima 2 y deje un mensaje.

*“K-Cup” is a registered trademark of Keurig, Inc. Presto is not affiliated with Keurig, Inc.

The following important safeguards are recommended by most portable appliance manufacturers.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
To reduce the risk of personal injury or property damage, when using this appliance, basic safety precautions should always be followed, 
including the following:

 1.  Read all instructions. 

 2. Extreme caution must be used when handling a coffee maker containing hot liquid. Do not touch hot surfaces. Grasp the red 
reservoir grip when handling the reservoir containing hot water.

 3. To prevent the risk of injury, avoid contacting the needle in the cup holder.

 4. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.

 5. Do not use in the event the coffee maker malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. 

 6. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance manufacturer may damage the unit or cause injuries.

 7. Use only water in your MyJo coffee maker. Do not fill with any other liquid.

 8. Do not fill above the 10-ounce fill line.

 9. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven.

 10. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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BEFORE FIRST USE
1. Become familiar with the MyJo coffee maker parts (Fig. A) and read the following 

information.

2. Unscrew the base from the reservoir. Then pull out the pump from the reservoir 
and remove all contents from inside the reservoir. 

3. Wash the coffee maker parts in warm, soapy water. Rinse thoroughly to remove 
any soap residue.

 Caution: There is a sharp needle in the cup holder which is designed to puncture 
the single serve cup. To prevent injury, do not place fingers in the cup holder.

 Do not wash the MyJo coffee maker in the dishwasher. 

HOW TO USE
To prepare coffee or tea, follow the instructions below. 
(To prepare hot cocoa and other beverages, refer to the instructions “To Prepare Hot 
Cocoa and Other Beverages” on page 3 before beginning.)
The amount of water used with your MyJo coffee maker will determine the strength 
of your coffee or tea. For the first use, fill the water reservoir to the fill lines suggested 
below: 

• For normal strength coffee or tea, fill to the 8-ounce line with water. 
• For stronger coffee or tea, fill to the 6-ounce line with water. 
• For weaker coffee or tea, fill to the 10-ounce line with water.

For subsequent uses, adjust the strength, if necessary, by simply increasing or decreasing the amount of 
water as desired.
Note: The fill line markings provide the necessary water to produce 6, 8, and 10 ounces of brewed coffee or tea. 
1. Place a K-Cup* pack or other commercially produced single serve cup into the cup holder  

(Fig. B). Press down firmly on the single serve cup until the bottom of the cup is punctured. Caution: 
There is a sharp needle in the cup holder. To prevent injury, do not place fingers in the cup holder.

2. Heat the water and assemble the unit using one of the following methods:  
 (Note: The optimal brewing temperature for coffee is 195°F to 205°F. The optimal brewing temperature for tea will vary depending 

on the type of tea you are preparing. A product like the Presto Heat ’n Steep electric kettle, which has a built-in thermometer, is an 
ideal way to heat water to the correct brewing or steeping temperature. For information on ordering a Presto Heat ’n Steep kettle, 
call the Presto Consumer Service Department at 1-800-877-0441.)

A. Microwave: 
• Fill the water reservoir with the desired amount of water. 
• Place the filled reservoir in the microwave. Be sure the base is not attached to the reservoir, as the base is not microwave safe. 

Heat the water to the desired temperature. 
Caution: When handling the reservoir containing hot water, always grasp the red grip as the other portions of the reservoir will 
be very hot.

• Push the pump cap onto the top of the pump. 
• Attach the pump to the reservoir. Insert the ridged portion of the pump into the reservoir, pressing around the pump edge until 

the pump is attached firmly to the reservoir. Important: Press only the pump edge. Do not press the pump cap or pump.
• Grasp the red grip on the filled reservoir and place the reservoir onto the base. Screw on clockwise until tight. 

B. Tea Kettle: 
• Use an electric or stovetop tea kettle and heat water to the desired temperature. 
• Attach the base to the reservoir prior to filling it with water. Screw the reservoir on clockwise until tight. Then, place the unit 

on a dry, level surface and carefully fill the reservoir with the desired amount of heated water. Caution: Do not hold onto the 
reservoir when pouring hot water into it.

• Push the pump cap onto the top of the pump. 

*“K-Cup” is a registered trademark of Keurig, Inc. Presto is not affiliated with Keurig, Inc.
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• Attach the pump to the reservoir. Insert the ridged portion of the pump into the reservoir, pressing around the pump edge until 
the pump is attached firmly to the reservoir. Important: Press only the pump edge. Do not press the pump cap or pump.

3. Brew
• The MyJo coffee maker is designed to fit on most coffee mugs. Verify that your mug is the right size 

before pumping your coffee. The ribs on the bottom of the base should fit within the inside rim of your 
mug. (The diameter of the inner rim of the mug should be at least 2¼˝ but not more than 3¾˝ wide.) 
You should also make sure you select a mug which is the appropriate size for the amount of coffee or 
tea you are brewing.

• Place the assembled coffee maker over the selected coffee mug.
• Position the coffee maker and mug directly in front of you. Grasp the coffee maker base with one hand 

and place the palm of your other hand on the pump cap (Fig. C). If using a tall travel mug, grasp the 
top portion of the mug instead of the coffee maker base.
Note: Another method for pumping the water is by placing one hand over the other (Fig. D). However, 
do not use this method when using tall mugs, such as travel mugs. 

• Using the palm of your hand, gradually press down on the pump cap, keeping your hand down until 
the coffee or tea ceases to flow. Release and allow the pump to return to the original position and press 
down again. Repeat this process until all the water is expelled through the single serve cup and into 
your coffee mug. You will hear a swoosh when all of the water has been expelled.

• Lift the coffee maker off the coffee mug and place the coffee maker on a plate or in the sink to catch 
any residual drops.

• Enjoy your fresh brewed coffee or tea!

To Prepare Hot Cocoa and Other Beverages
When using your MyJo coffee maker to prepare other beverages, such as hot cocoa, cappuccino, or hot cider, BEFORE inserting the 
K-Cup* pack/single serve cup into the holder, place the base over your mug. This will allow any powder residue to be contained in your 
mug once the cup is punctured since these types of single serve beverages do not have a filter. For the first use, fill the water reservoir to 
the 6-ounce line. For subsequent uses, adjust the amount of water as desired.

CARE AND CLEANING
1. Unscrew the base from the reservoir. Turn the base over and use your finger to push the bottom of the used 

K-Cup* pack/single serve cup out of the holder. Discard the cup. Caution: There is a sharp needle in the 
cup holder. To prevent injury, do not place fingers in the cup holder. 

2. Pull the pump off of the reservoir and wash the pump, reservoir, and base in warm, soapy water. Rinse and 
dry. 

 Do not wash the MyJo coffee maker in the dishwasher. 
3.  There is a silicone valve located in the inside bottom of the reservoir. If you notice the valve contains coffee 

grounds or residue, you should remove it for cleaning. The easiest way to do this is by gently poking the 
valve at an angle from underneath the reservoir with a blunt object, such as a Q-tip* cotton swab (Fig. E) 
or the eraser end of a pencil. (Note: There is a slit in the center of the valve so push gently on the outer edge 
of the valve.) Wash the valve in warm, soapy water. Rinse and reposition the valve in the inside bottom of 
the reservoir. Use the tip of your index finger or fingernail to press the outer edge tightly in the groove on the floor of the reservoir.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Troubleshooting)
Water is seeping out between the base and reservoir. What is happening?
You probably do not have the base screwed on tightly to the water reservoir. Tighten and refill the reservoir with water. 

I notice water is leaking out of the reservoir when it’s not attached to the base. Why?
There are a couple of things that may be causing this:

• There is a silicone valve located in the inside bottom of the reservoir. The valve may not be seated properly. Use the tip of your 
index finger or your fingernail to press around the edge of the valve so it fits snugly into the groove on the floor of the reservoir. 

• The valve may be dirty. Remove the valve from the reservoir and clean it as instructed in step 3 of the “Care and Cleaning” section. 

*“K-Cup” is a registered trademark of Keurig, Inc. “Q-tip” is a registered trademark of Conopco, Inc. Presto is not affiliated with Keurig, Inc. or Conopco, Inc.
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When I press down on the pump nothing seems to be happening. What am I doing wrong?
You may not have the pump fully attached to the reservoir and air is escaping. Be sure to press all the way around the pump edge so the 
ridged portion (see Fig. A, page 2) is fully engaged inside the reservoir rim. 

You also may not be applying enough pressure as you are pumping. Stand so you are directly over the coffee maker and press on the 
pump. Hold the pump down until the coffee ceases to flow, release and allow the pump to return to its original position, and repeat process.

Can I use both K-Cups* and lower cost cups that do not have the K-Cup* trademark?
As long as the cup is compatible with Keurig* brewing systems (other than the Keurig* Vue* brewer), it may be used with the MyJo 
coffee maker. That includes the cups that have mesh bottoms. Off brand cups vary in construction. Some have very thin plastic walls that 
become deformed if boiling water is used. Others have very thin interior filters, which work well with a gentle pumping pressure, but 
may break when subjected to heavy pressure. Still others have very rigid tops of varying thickness, making them difficult to pierce. If 
you experience unusual difficulty pumping and the water in the vessel has turned brown, you have a cup with a thin filter that has broken 
under pressure. Discard the liquid, clean the unit, and start again, this time applying a gentle steady pressure. 

If the water is clear, verify that the top and bottom of the cup are pierced. Carefully unscrew the reservoir from the base. For cups with 
plastic bottoms, push down to ensure the bottom is pierced. Check the top. If you do not see a small hole in the middle, make one with 
a knife. Reassemble and resume pumping. 

Sometimes I prefer to use my own coffee grounds rather than a K-Cup*. Is there a refillable filter cup that I can use with the 
MyJo coffee maker?
Yes. There is one cup that is designed to work in the MyJo coffee maker, the MyJo Cup. To order, call the Presto Consumer Service 
Department at 1-800-877-0441. Do not use any other brand of cup.

PERFECT COMPANIONS FOR YOUR PRESTO MYJO COFFEE MAKER...
Presto Heat ’n Steep electric tea kettle (Part 02704)

This tea kettle is ideal for heating water to use in the MyJo coffee maker. The built-in thermometer enables 
you to heat water to the perfect temperature for coffee. 

In addition to heating water, this versatile five-cup tea kettle also steeps most any type of tea—green, white, 
oolong, black, red, and herbal teas. The color-coded temperature guide enables you to determine the point 
at which the water is at the correct temperature for brewing each type. A special infuser for loose tea or tea 
bags locks on to the tea kettle lid when the water is at the correct temperature, or alternatively can be used 
in a cup to brew an individual serving of tea. The kettle’s built-in electronic timer is then set to the exact 
steeping time required for the specific tea being brewed.

Presto MyJo Cup (Part 44364)

Use this cup with your MyJo coffee maker to make coffee or tea from your favorite ground coffee or tea leaves. 

Presto  Coffee measuring scoop (Part 44285)

This handy 2 tablespoon scoop is perfect for measuring your favorite ground coffee for use in the MyJo Cup. 
Sold in sets of two.

How to Order...
Call toll-free 1-800-995-9960** (weekdays between 8:00 am and 4:00 pm Central Time). Please have your 
credit card number and expiration date ready.

**Payment options on telephone orders limited to credit cards only.

* “K-Cup”, “Keurig”, and “Vue” are registered trademarks of Keurig, Inc. Presto is not affiliated with Keurig, Inc.
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PRESTO Limited Warranty
(Applies Only in the United States and Canada)

This quality PRESTO appliance is designed and built to provide many years of satisfactory performance under normal household use. Presto 
pledges to the original owner that should there be any defects in material or workmanship during the first year after purchase, we will repair 
or replace it at our option. Our pledge does not apply to damage caused by shipping. Outside the United States and Canada, this limited 
warranty does not apply.

To obtain service under the warranty, please call our Consumer Service Department at 1-800-877-0441. If unable to resolve the problem, you 
will be instructed to send your PRESTO appliance to the Presto Factory Service Department for a quality inspection; shipping costs will be 
your responsibility. When returning an appliance, please include your name, address, phone number, and the date you purchased the appliance 
as well as a description of the problem you are encountering with the appliance.

We want you to obtain maximum enjoyment from using this PRESTO appliance and ask that you read and follow the instructions enclosed. 
Failure to follow instructions, damage caused by improper replacement parts, abuse, misuse, or neglect will void this pledge. This warranty 
gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. This is Presto’s personal pledge to you and 
is being made in place of all other express warranties.

NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES, INC.
Eau Claire, WI 54703-3703

Form 76-145A

CONSUMER SERVICE INFORMATION
If you have any questions regarding the operation of your PRESTO appliance or need parts for your appliance, contact us by any of 
these methods:

• Call 1-800-877-0441 weekdays 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
• Email us through our website at www.GoPresto.com/contact
• Write:  National Presto Industries, Inc.

  Consumer Service Department
  3925 North Hastings Way
  Eau Claire, WI 54703-3703

When contacting the Consumer Service Department, please indicate the model number and the series code for the coffee maker. These 
numbers can be found on the bottom of the coffee maker base. 

Please record this information:

Model Number _____________ Series Code ____________ Date Purchased __________

Inquiries will be answered promptly by telephone, email, or letter. When emailing or writing, please include a phone number and a time 
when you can be reached during weekdays if possible.

The Presto Factory Service Department is equipped to service PRESTO appliances and supply genuine PRESTO parts. Genuine PRESTO 
replacement parts are manufactured to the same exacting quality standards as PRESTO appliances and are engineered specifically to 
function properly with its appliances. Presto can only guarantee the quality and performance of genuine PRESTO parts. “Look-alikes” 
might not be of the same quality or function in the same manner. To ensure that you are buying genuine PRESTO replacement parts, 
look for the PRESTO trademark.

Canton Sales and Storage Company
Presto Factory Service Department

555 Matthews Drive
Canton, MS 39046-3251


